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\documentclass 12pt {JINST} \%\usepackage{epsfig} \%\usepackage{a4} \%\usepackage{amsbsy} \
usepackage{rotating} \usepackage{alphalph} \%\usepackage{pennames} \usepackage...
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title{Full CALICE Member List \{\normalsize (16 November 2016)\}} \author{\centering LARGE\bf The CALICE Collaboration } \author{\centering J. J.,Blaising, M.,Chefdeville...}
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Please use the following table to declare whether your group will `Opt In` or `Opt Out` of this paper: AHCAL Technological Prototype Hardware , Paper033 To do this...
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Please use the following table to declare whether your group will `Opt In` or `Opt Out` of this paper: Performance of the CMS High Granularity Calorimeter prototype...

EditorialBoards

Membership of Editorial Boards Calice Analysis Notes Board members coordinating author Subject CAN001 Takeshita, Vrba, White Ward ECAL analysis...

SpeakersBureau

Calice Speakers’ Bureau Responsible for papers, conference talks and posters. Members are: Jerry Blazey (NIU) gblazey@niu.edu Vincent Boudry (LLR) Vincent...
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title{Full CALICE Member List \{\normalsize (16 November 2016)\}} \author{\centering LARGE\bf The CALICE Collaboration } \author{\centering J.\,Apostolakis, G.\,Folger...}
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Please use the following table to declare whether your group will `Opt In` or `Opt Out` of this paper: Description and stability of a RPC based calorimeter in electromagnetic...
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r26 - 2022-07-06 - 14:35 YuichiOkugawa

CERN 2022 06 Combined SiW ECAL 15 SLABs and AHCAL First test of the full 15 layer stack at CERN, with the full AHCAL. This page is a copy of SiWCERN201809.It can be...

SiWAHCALCERN202206Shifter
SiWECAL E logging and run list e logging instructions Use always the tag SiW ECAL in the e log entry title when referring to data taking related posts on the ECAL...

**SiWBeamTest**
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Physics Prototype check on the General Beam Tests page Technical Prototype Complete list on https://forge.in2p3.fr/projects/calice/wiki/Si WEcal Beam Tests On...
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Welcome to 1 Developing highly granular calorimetry optimised for particle flow event reconstruction for future energy frontier electron positron colliders...
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r109 - 2022-05-12 - 14:45 RomanPoeschl

The CALICE Collaboration \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ 336 physicists/engineers from around 60 institutes...

**SiWDESY202203**


DESY 2022 03 SiW ECAL: 15 X SLABs integrated in the new ultra compact DAQ based on the SL Board system Contents Description Several ASU and VFE options tested:....
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CALICE Theses The following theses have been written using CALICE data. These should NOT be regarded as official CALICE results, but are the responsibility of the...
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Please use the following table to declare whether your group will `Opt In` or `Opt Out` of this paper: SDHCAL energy reconstruction of hadronic showers at CERN PS...

**CalicePapers**
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CALICE papers General CALICE papers Tests of a particle flow algorithm with CALICE test beam data , C. Adloff et al., 6 (2011) P07005; e print: (physics.ins...
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This page presents public CALICE results. There are two types of publications. Papers are publications published in (or submitted to) peer reviewed journals...
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CALICE Conference Talks CALICE Collaborators are welcome to add any talks they find relevant and inform the Speaker`s Bureau. 2022 ICHEP 2022 (July 6 13;...
Results 15102021.zip DESY 2021 11 SiW ECAL: 15 X SLABs integrated in the new ultra compact DAQ based on the SL Board system Several ASU and VFE options tested:
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Analysis of DESY 2021 11 SiW ECAL TB Organization useful information Meetings Kick off meeting 30/11/2021 https://agenda.linearcollider.org/event/9505/...
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Welcome to 1 Developing highly granular calorimetry optimised for particle flow event reconstruction for future energy frontier electron positron colliders...

LCWS2021
r2 - 2021-09-08 - 09:57  FrancoisCorriveau

2021 'International Workshop of Future Linear Colliders' (International, 15 18 March, 2021, held online)
CALICE Talks School Lecture: Detector Physics', Roman...

PSD12
NEW - 2021-09-08 - 09:33  FrancoisCorriveau

PSD12 '12th International Conference on Position Sensitive Detectors' (University of Birmingham, UK, 12 17 September 2021, held hybridly) CALICE Talks ...

ILCX2021
NEW - 2021-09-08 - 09:29  FrancoisCorriveau

2021 'ILC Workshop on Potential Experiments' (KEK, Tsukuba, Japan, 26 29 October 2021, held virtually) CALICE Talks ...

TIPP2021
r2 - 2021-09-06 - 19:40  FrancoisCorriveau

2021 '5th International Conference Technology and Instrumentation in Particle Physics' (TRIUMF, Vancouver, Canada, 24 29 May 2021, held virtually) CALICE Talks...

PANIC2021
NEW - 2021-09-06 - 19:29  FrancoisCorriveau

2021 'Particles and Nucleai International Conference' (Lisbon, Portugal, 5 10 September 2021, held virtually)
CALICE Talks ...
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2021 'European Physical Society Conference on High Energy Physics 2021' (DESY/Hamburg, 26 30 July, 2021, held online) CALICE Talks the structure of hadronic...
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